
EDITORS’ NOTE Since he joined 
the company in 2001, Adolfo 
Zaralegui has served as Vice 
President of Human Resources and 
has also held the title of Director of 
Operations. In 2007, Zaralegui was 
appointed President of Findlay Art 
Consignments. He has been an ac-
tive supporter of Children of Belle vue; 
the Palm Beach Zoo, Conservation; 
Parsons The New School for Design; 
The Parson’s Table; and the Na-
tional Hospice Foundation. Prior 
to joining Wally Findlay Galleries, 
Zaralegui held multiple managerial and oper-
ational positions for Nordstrom, Barneys New 
York, and Planet Hollywood. His fi rst entrepre-
neurial venture was a chain of retail stores in 
Southern California that he founded and oper-
ated with a business partner.

COMPANY BRIEF Wally Findlay Galleries 
(www. wallyfi ndlay.com), an art dealer serving 
individuals, institutions, and corporate collectors, 
was founded in 1870 in Kansas City, Missouri. 
With galleries in New York, Barcelona, and Los 
Angeles, and affi liates in London, Paris, and 
Monte Carlo, in addition to its fl agship location 
in Palm Beach, Florida, Wally Findlay Galleries 
specializes in Impressionist and Postimpressionist 
Masters and is considered one of the leading au-
thorities on the paintings of the School of Rouen 
(France). The gallery currently represents more 
than 60 contemporary artists worldwide.

A key focus for Wally Findlay Galleries was 
opening the new gallery in Los Angeles. Why 
was this market a focus for you, and what 
can your clientele expect from the gallery?

the gallery is on the border of beverly hills 
and west hollywood, on robertson boulevard, 
near melrose. we’re right near the epicenters of 
those two neighborhoods. a gallery should ser-
vice a metropolitan area or part of the country. 
For instance, the new york gallery is focused 
on serving the tristate area and european travel-
ers, and the palm beach gallery is focused on 
clients ranging from georgia to south america 
and europe. these markets encompass large ar-
eas, which is why they are so important to us. 
coming back to Los angeles after having been 
here through the ’70s and ’80s – at that time on 
rodeo drive – it is important not only to renew 
ourselves in the marketplace, but also to service 

our clientele, such as the collectors 
who live in multiple locations, who 
travel through Los angeles, or who 
live and do business in Los angeles.

As you reenter the Los Angeles 
market, how will you build brand 
awareness for the gallery?

as we do in our other galleries, 
we will have multiple exhibitions per 
year and exhibit new works by our 
contemporary artists. we will host 
events that coordinate with local chari-
ties, and we hope to also host events 
with other luxury marketers in the 

area. our advertising will be consistent with 
what we’re known for. we will reach out to the 
design community. in Los angeles, there are 
many designers and architects who work with 
their clientele on their art collections. and we 
are contacting our current clients who live in 
california or have second homes here.

Is it important that the galleries have 
a consistent feel in different markets, or is 
the focus on producing a look more spe-
cifi c to the individual market?

we worked hard to combine iconography 
from palm beach, new york, and barcelona so 
that there is a standard. the Los angeles gal-
lery has its own personality. Los angeles is not 
as formal as new york is, and it has a casual 
style that’s different from palm beach’s style. 
people will recognize it immediately; they will 
see the iconography. the gallery has the striped 
awnings that we are known for; it has the black-
and-white marble fl oor, and its layout is also in 
the same style as our other galleries, with the 
different salons and different artists or styles of 
work exhibited within them.

Wally Findlay Galleries is well known 
for important works of art, sometimes at a 
very high price point, for a niche collector. 
But your collection is much broader than 
that and has different price points. How 
do you defi ne your clientele? Is it more of a 
niche market, or do you maintain a broader 
market focus?

the range of collectors that we work with 
is broad. we have new collectors, seasoned 
collectors, corporations, and institutions – it 
varies. but we try to hold true to the idea, as 
wally Findlay did many years ago, that every-
one should be able to collect original works 
of art. so although we can’t be everything to 
everyone, in our specifi c marketplace – selling 

impressionist and postimpressionist works – we 
hope that we are able to assist many individu-
als. we can do that because our history and the 
trust that our clients have in us have helped us 
to build the business, and the ability we have 
to focus and refocus what we do in the art mar-
ketplace has worked very well.

Is your Web site strictly an informa-
tional tool? At the end of the day, does the 
sale in this type of a business need to be a 
person-to-person sale?

yes and no. it’s an evolution. we have 
traditionally been a company that sells person 
to person. with the advancement of technol-
ogy and the improvement of digital images and 
photography, we do on occasion sell from our 
media, be it through the web site, catalogs, or 
invitations with an image of a painting that is 
sent to clients. but most people do like to visit 
the gallery because they want to see the paint-
ing in a setting similar to their homes. we also 
send paintings to people’s homes on approval 
for their viewing in that environment.

Have you been able to fi nd the tal-
ent you need for the development of the 
galleries?

the people at wally Findlay galleries have 
always been most important; they’re the ones 
building the relationships and working with the 
clients. the gallery has its own personality, and 
there’s an expectation of that when people walk 
in the door. the great history of this company 
and the staff are very important. 

Did you know when you came to Wally 
Findlay Galleries that it would be a com-
pany you would stay with? What is it about 
the culture and the brand that have made it 
a place where you really want to be?

there are different aspects to what makes 
this a great company to work for. one is that 
it’s a family business. another is that we are 
given the opportunity to handle works of art 
that are important, and we work with artists 
who are incredibly talented people and who 
have a great deal of experience and interesting 
views of life. we’re able to assist our clients in 
creating collections of beauty: of paintings and 
sculpture that they’re going to live with for the 
rest of their lives. we are continuing the life that 
the artist puts into that work of art by moving 
it along to its next home. that is an incredible 
opportunity.•
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